The repair kit problem is that of finding the optimal set of parts in the kit of a repairman.
Introduction
This research is motivated by a case study at the service department of a copier manufacturer.
The department employs around 40 repair(wo)man, who are clustered into three groups based on the types of copiers (around 25 in total) that they service. Repairmen travel to job-sites in a company car that contains a group-specific set of spare parts, the repair kit. A repairman usually visits 3 or 4 sites per day. If a job cannot be finished because one or more parts are missing, i.e. if a job is 'broken', the repairman will return the next day to finish the job. At the end of each day, a repairman reports which parts were used to carry out repairs and which parts were missing in case there were broken jobs. Those parts are delivered at his home overnight by a courier.
The problem in the above case-study is that of determining how many of parts of each type should be contained in the repair kit of a repairman. Crucial in this determination is the trade-off between holding cost and service. Service can be measured by the job-fill rate, i.e. the fraction of jobs that is not broken. In the service-model of this repair kit problem, the objective is to minimize the holding cost (which is proportional to the value of the repair kit) under a restriction for the job-fill rate. In the cost-model, a penalty cost is incurred for each broken job and the objective is to minimize the expected total cost. The penalty cost should include the actual cost for revisiting a job-site (e.g. transportation and labor costs) as well as the artificial cost for loss of goodwill.
An important aspect of the repair kit problem in the above case-study and in most practical situations, is that the repair kit is not restocked after each job. Surprisingly, immediate restocking is assumed in most of the literature (see Teunter and Klein Haneveld [3] for a recent review).
In fact, to the best of our knowledge, Heeremans and Gelders [1] are the only authors that allow a multiple (though fixed) number of jobs before a repair kit is restocked. They do assume that part failures are independent and that at most one part of any type is needed on a job. They present an integer (binary) linear programming formulation of the service-model. It is important to remark, however, that their formulation is not fully correct. The formulation imposes a minimum required probability that none of the jobs between two successive re-stockings are broken (tour-fill rate), instead of a minimum required job-fill rate.
The binary programming formulation of Heeremans and Gelders [1] is complex and not insightful, and therefore difficult to apply in practise. The authors note this themselves, when discussing a case study. They therefore propose a heuristic solution procedure of the knapsack kind. Again, however, this is based on the tour-fill rate instead of the job-fill rate.
In this paper, we will reformulate the knapsack heuristic proposed by Heeremans and Gelders [1] , so that it does consider the job-fill rate. This so-called Job Heuristic (JH) starts with an empty kit and adds parts one by one, always selecting the part type with the lowest ratio of increase in holding cost and increase in job-fill rate. This way, a series of kits with increasing job-fill rates levels is generated. The best solution of this series is picked. An important disadvantage of the JH is that job-fill rates are difficult to calculate. As a result, the JH can not (easily) be used in cases where several parts of the same type may be needed on a job, or part failures are dependent, or the number of jobs in a tour varies.
We therefore propose a second knapsack heuristic which is easy to use in these cases also.
This so-called Part Heuristic (PH) uses a different part selection rule. It always selects the part type with the lowest ratio of increase in holding cost and increase in part-fill rate (fraction of parts that is not missing). Part-fill rates are much easier to calculate than job-fill rates. In fact, as we illustrate, the PH can be applied in any spreadsheet software package. For each repair kit in the generated series, the PH calculates an estimate of the job-fill rate based on the part-fill rates. That estimate is used to pick the approximately best solution.
Both the JH and the PH can be applied to find a solution for the cost-model as well as the service-model. For the service-model, pick the first kit of the generated series with a sufficient (estimated) job-fill rate. For the cost-model, pick that kit of the series with the lowest (estimated) total cost. Note that for the service-model, the solution of the PH may not satisfy the service requirement if the job-fill rate is overestimated. In the numerical experiments where the JH and the PH are compared, we therefore consider the cost-model only.
We perform two extensive numerical experiments. In the first, we consider 1000 (randomly generated) examples for the cost-model with up to 4 jobs and up to 8 parts. For each example, we compare the solutions of the JH and the PH to the exact solution (full search). It turns out that the JH determines the exact solution for all 1000 examples. The PH also performs excellent. It determines the exact solution for 985 examples. For the other 15 examples, the total cost for the solution of the PH is less than 1 per cent higher than the total cost for the exact solution.
In the second numerical experiment, we consider 1000 (randomly generated) examples for the cost-model with up to 10 jobs and up to 100 parts. For these large instances, it is not possible to determine the exact solution by full search. But we compare the solution of the PH to that of the JH. It turns out that the total cost for the solution of the PH is at most 1.4 per cent higher and only 0.03 per cent higher on average.
We conclude from the numerical results that the JH generally determines the optimal solution and that the solution of the PH is always close to optimal. Since the PH is much easier to use and more broadly applicable, we recommend it for use in practise.
A model of the repair kit problem
The notations that will be used in the remainder are listed in Table 1 . i , denote the probability that j parts of type i are needed on a tour. We remark that the (maximum) number of jobs in a tour may depend on the job types, i.e. more time is needed is more parts have to be replaced. In cases where M is not deterministic, it is therefore not necessarily true that L 
The job-fill rate, defined as the probability that a random job is broken, of a repair kit S is denoted by γ job (S).
The repair kit problem is that of determining the optimal repair kit. There are two possible objectives. The service-objective is to find the repair kit S with the smallest holding cost C h (S)
for which the job-fill rate γ job (S) is equal to or larger than some pre-described level γ job min . The cost-objective is to include a penalty cost P for each broken job and find the repair kit with the smallest expected total cost C t (S) := C h (S) + P γ job (S). The optimal repair kit (under both objectives) is denoted by S * .
The above model of the repair kit problem is very general. It encompasses all important elements of real-life repair kit problems: a multiple and stochastic number of jobs per tour, multiple parts of the same type needed on a job, and dependent demands for parts of different types. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study such a general model of the repair kit problem. One of the main results of this paper is the development of a heuristic that can be applied to this general model and finds near-optimal solutions. It is called the Part Heuristic (PH). The repair kit determined by the PH is denoted by S PH .
A second heuristic that will be developed is the Job Heuristic (JH). The JH is more sophisticated than the PH, but it can only (easily) be applied if the following assumptions are satisfied.
As1
The number of jobs in a tour is fixed.
As2 At most one part of each type is needed on a job.
As3
Demands for parts of different types are independent.
The repair kit determined by the JH is denoted by S JH .
Estimating model parameters
The model input parameters
are the most difficult to estimate. In general, these estimations will be based on historic data for the number of parts needed per job (job demand) and per tour (tour demand), respectively. The tour demand data are relatively easy to gather, since a repairman places a replenishment order at the end of each tour. In order to obtain data on job demands, repairman have to record and communicate part demands for each job separately. As will appear in later sections, the JH requires job demand date, whereas tour demand data are sufficient to apply the PH.
Heuristics
Clearly, the number of parts for type i, i = 1, . . . , N , in the repair kit should be at least 0 and at most L In practise, there are usually hundreds and often thousands of different part types. Obviously, a full search for the optimal solution is out of the question then.
In this section, we propose two heuristics for solving the repair kit problem. Both are of the knapsack kind. They start with an empty kit, and add parts one by one until the kit is complete, i.e. until the number of parts for each type i is L tour i . The generated series of kits with increasing job-fill rates can be used to solve the repair kit problem from a service-objective as well as a cost-objective.
Job Heuristic
The first heuristic that we propose always adds that part to the repair kit which results in the largest increase in job-fill rate per added unit of holding cost. We call it the 'Job Heuristic (JH)'.
A mathematical description is given in the frame below (see Table 1 for notations).
Step 1: k := 0 (first kit). For all i = 1, 2, . . . , N : n i := 0.
Step 2:
(increase in the job-fill rate if one part of type i is added to the kit).
Step 3: i * := arg max
(part type with the largest ratio
).
k := k + 1 (next kit). n i * := n i * + 1 (add one part of type i * ).
Step 4:
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , N ), then go to Step 5.
Otherwise, go to Step 2.
Step 5: Service-objective:
A disadvantage of the JH is, that the calculations of the job-fill rates in Step 2 are complex.
Those calculations cannot (easily) be done for the general version of the repair kit problem that we presented in Section 2. However, if assumptions As1, As2, and As3 (see Section 2) are satisfied, then the job-fill rates can be calculated using a closed-form expression that we derive next.
The key observation in deriving the job-fill rate of a repair kit [n 1 , . . . , n N ] (under assumptions As1, As2, and As3) is the following. The m-th, m = 1, 2, . . . , M , job will not be broken if and only if one of the two following conditions is satisfied for each part type i, n = 1, 2, . . . , N :
(1) a part of type i is not needed on the m-th job, (2) a part of type i is needed on the m-th job and on at most n i − 1 out of the first m − 1 jobs. So we get (for ease of notation, an empty
In Section 4 we will the use the above expression to apply the JH and compare its solution to the optimal solution (determined by full search) for a large number of randomly generated examples. It will turn out that the solution of the JH is equal to the optimal solution for each of those examples. To show that this is not true in general, we end this section with a (carefully constructed) example for which the solution determined by the JH is suboptimal, and provide an intuitive explanation. for i = 1, 2, 3. The probabilities that part 1, 2, and 3 are needed on a job are p 1 = 0.1, p 2 = 0.9, and p 3 = 0.9, respectively, and part failures are independent. The holding costs for parts 1, 2, and 3 are H 1 = 0.001, H 2 = 1, and H 3 = 1.01, respectively. There is a cost-objective, and the penalty cost for each broken job is P = 2000. Table 2 illustrates the generation of a series of repair kits by the JH. 
with total cost 3939.5. The sub-optimality S JH is caused by the myopic behavior of the JH. In each step, the JH adds a single item to the repair kit, without considering the effect of that addition on future steps. Since both items 2 and 3 are needed to complete most jobs (both are needed with probability 0.90), adding just one of them to a repair kit results in a relatively small increase of the job-fill rate. But adding the other in the next step does cause a large increase in the job-fill rate. The JH does not look ahead, and adds an item of type 1 in the first two steps.
As a result, the optimal solution with one item of each type is not in the generated series. 
Part Heuristic
The second heuristic that we propose is the 'Part Heuristic (PH)'. The PH is a knapsack heuristic similar to the JH. It uses the same 5-step approach. However, it avoids complicated calculations by focussing on the part-fill rate instead of the job-fill rate. The part-fill rate is defined as the fraction of parts that is not missing, i.e. that is available directly from the kit. E.g., consider a tour that consists of three jobs and a kit with 7 parts of a certain type. If 1, 5, and 4 parts of that type are needed on the first, second, and third job, respectively, then the part-fill rate is 7/(1 + 5 + 4) = 0.7.
The PH is inspired by the study of Smith, Chambers, and Shlifer [2] . Their results imply that the PH generates the same series of kits as the JB under the following assumptions: restocking after each job (more restrictive than As1), at most one part of each type is needed on a job (As2), and demands for parts of different types are independent (As3). It seems reasonable to assume that the PH and JH generate 'comparable' series of repair kits if these assumptions are not satisfied. This is validated by the results that are reported in the next section.
It is easy to see that the part-fill rate is equal to the ratio of the expected number of parts used on a tour and the expected number of parts needed on a tour, i.e., the part-fill rate a repair kit [n 1 , . . . , n N ] can be expressed as
.
It follows that the increase in part-fill rate from adding the n i + 1-th part of type i to a repair
So the selection process for the PH is much easier than that for the JH. Since
i ] is independent of n i , i = 1, . . . , N , the PH simply adds the part type i with the largest ratio Pr(D tour i > n i )/H i (compare to Steps 2 and 3 of the JH).
As discussed above, the PH avoids the complex calculations of job-fill rates. However, it does calculate approximations of the job-fill rates, since those are needed to decide which repair kit from the generated series is the best one (Step 5). The approximation of the job-fill rate
and is defined as follows.
where E[M ] denotes the expected number of jobs per tour. The idea underlying this approximation is that the probability
≤ n i ) that no parts are missing on a tour is equal to the probability that none of the, on average E[M ], jobs of a tour are broken, which is approximately
. From (1) we get
. (2) This recursive equation can be used to calculate job-fill rates for the series of repair kits that the PH generates. A mathematical description of the PH is given in the frame below (see Table   1 for notations).
Step 2: For all i = 1, 2, . . . , N for which n i < L
Step 5: Service-objective: The direct approach for determining the order in which parts enter the kit, combined with the recursive equations for calculating the holding cost and the approximate job-fill rate in Step 3, can be used to apply the PH in any spreadsheet software package. We will illustrate this for a simple example. Next, the selection ratio's in (column F) are set from formula to number, and those numbers are used to sort Rows 3-8 in descending order. This leads to the sequence of repair kits that the PH generates, starting with the empty kit in Row 2 and adding one part (of type i in column A) for each row 3-8. To be able to select the optimal kit, three columns are added: column G with the number k of parts in a kit, column H with the approximate job-fill rate (formulae based on the recursive equation (2)), and column I with the holding cost. We end this example by noting that [1, 2] is indeed the optimal solution (checked by full search), and that the exact job-fill rate is 0.9815. 2
Numerical results
We perform two extensive numerical experiments. In Section 4.1, we consider 1000 (randomly generated) examples for the cost-model with up to 4 jobs and up to 8 parts. For each example, we compare the solutions of the JH and the PH to the exact solution (full search). In Section 4.2, we consider 1000 (randomly generated) examples for the cost-model with up to 10 jobs and up to 100 parts. For these large instances, it is not possible to determine the exact solution by full search. But we compare the solutions of the JH and the PH.
Recall from Section 3.1 that applying the JH requires complex calculations of job-fill rates.
In fact, we were only able to derive a closed-form expression for the job-fill rate under the assumptions that the number of jobs in a tour is fixed (As1), at most one part of each type is needed on a job (As2), and demands for parts of different types are independent (As3). We 
Small instances
We consider 1000 examples for the cost-model. The number of part types N , number of jobs per tour L, failure probabilities p job i (1), i = 1, . . . , N , holding costs H i , i = 1, . . . , N , and broken job cost P are all drawn from (Discrete )Uniform distributions. The lower and upper bounds of these distributions are given in Table 3.   TABLE 3 By generating examples randomly, large variation is ensured. The job-fill rate for the exact optimal solution varies between 29% and 100% and is 87% on average, which indicates that the cost settings in Table 3 
Large instances
Again, 1000 examples for the cost-model are randomly generated. See Table 4.   TABLE 4 For these examples, the job-fill rate for the solution of the JH varies between 0% and 100%, and is 84% on average.
For each example, the solution of the PH is close to that of the JH. The total cost for the solution of the PH is at most 1.4 per cent higher and only 0.03 per cent higher on average.
Moreover, the performance of the PH is not deteriorating for increasing numbers of part types N or increasing numbers of jobs per tour, as is illustrated by Table 5.   TABLE 5 This indicates that the PH will perform well for even larger instances also.
Conclusion
We presented two knapsack heuristics for solving the multiple-job repair kit problem. The 'Job Heuristic (JH)' is the most exact. In fact, it determined the optimal solution for each of the examples that were considered in an extensive numerical experiment (1000 small instances with up to 8 part types and up to 4 jobs per tour). A disadvantage of the JH is that it can only be (easily) applied if at most one part of each part type is needed on a job, part failures are independent, and the number of jobs in a tour is fixed.
The 'Part Heuristic (PH)' does not require any of the above assumptions, and can easily be applied in a spreadsheet software package. Furthermore, the PH determines near-optimal solutions. In the before mentioned numerical experiment, it turned out that the total cost for the solution of the PH is at most 0.6% higher than the total cost for the optimal solution, and only 0.004% higher on average. Another experiment with larger instances (up to 100 part types and up to 10 jobs per tour) showed that the total cost for the solution of the PH is at most 1.4% higher than the total cost for the solution of the JH, and only 0.03% higher on average. So, the PH is easily and broadly applicable, and it leads to near-optimal solutions. Therefore, the PH is an excellent method for solving repair kit problems in practise.
A direction for further research is to consider the optimization of repair kits as a subproblem of optimizing stock levels in a multi-echelon inventory system. Repair kits can be interpreted as the end stock-points of such systems. Combined with order level, order-up-to policies for other stock-points, (modified versions of) the heuristics that we presented could be tested for such systems. Another direction for further research is to consider volumes of different part types and include space restrictions. Error 0.00% 0.08% 0.01% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01% 0.04% 0.03% 0.04% 0.07% Table 5 : Average increase in total cost for the solution of the PH compared to that of the JH ('Error') for different ranges of the number of part types N and for different values of the number of jobs per tour L (large instances).
